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Hello April,
 
ENR has reviewed KDI’s proposed updated REP security amounts ($319,595 total for Phase 1,
and $520,914 for Phase 2) sent to us yesterday. It is noted there have been adjustments to
better align with the GNWT’s estimate.  These efforts are appreciated. The GNWT would
support KDI’s revised security amount.
 
The differences in reclamation security for the REP between KDI and the GNWT are mostly
related to costing line items that have a shared interest between the REP and AEP programs. 
The REP program is the current scope of this security review.  The AEP security was the topic
of a separate proceeding that dates back to 2016.  The GNWT agrees with KDI that for practical
reasons for allocating costing to the correct authorization, in this case where there is shared
interest on a costing line item, it is preferable to have these costs included in the AEP security
not the REP security.
 
The GNWT acceptance of the KDI’s security amount is based on the understanding that KDI
will be updating the AEP security in the near future (2023) and that this security update would
included the line cost items that are a shared interest between the REP and AEP.  These shared
interest items are documented in the GWNT’s original security estimate that Arktis completed
and identified in KDI’s RECLAIM.
 
Thanks again for your efforts in engaging with us on the security of the project.
 
Regards,
 
Bill
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